
The Food Water and other Supplies Working Group here lists through Nov 7th 2023 for
the FWSWG Draft Report, Nov 1 2023 version:

1 Leimomi Khan
Aloha, Rep Ilagan and Rep Amato
Regarding the Wildfire Prevention Working Group Report, I sent the following testimony to Rep
Ichiyama and Rep Kila since their committee is also meeting to receive input on this report. It is
also being sent for your consideration.

On Nov 2, 2023, at 5:05 PM, Marilyn Leimomi Khan <leimomikhan@gmail.com> wrote:

Aloha, Chair Ichiyama and VC Kila

Reviewed the Wildfire Prevention Working Group Report. It is very comprehensive. I found the
maps of all of the islands most interesting. I live on O’ahu and did not realize how vulnerable
we are to fires. Almost every part of the island is affected. The recommendations made are
very comprehensive, but overwhelming. The challenge for state legislators will be to find the
resources to allocate to implement the recommendations. The report does not contain
estimated costs for implementing the recommendations, but does note that

● Hawaii spends less than other states on wildfire prevention and response, budgeting an
annual average of $3.2 million over the past decade; about $2 per resident. In contrast,
Washington state budgets, on a per capita basis, more than double the funding than
Hawaii does for fighting wildfires, appropriating an average of $83 million between 2015
and 2019. California set aside $21 per resident in fiscal year 2022 — $843 million.
Oregon pays about 35 cents more per resident than Hawaii to fight wildfire but has

Mahalo,
Leimomi Khan



2 Nanea Loa, HAPA

FOOD, WATER, AND OTHER SUPPLIES WORKING
GROUP Greggor Ilagan, Co-Chair, Terez Amato, Co-Chair
Hearing Date: November 8th, 2023

Dear Co-Chairs Ilagan, Amato, and members of the Food, Water, and Other Supplies Working
Group, I am writing to express my appreciation for the work that your group has done to
evaluate the availability and distribution of essential supplies for displaced individuals and
families in the aftermath of the Maui wildfires. Your report has shed light on critical issues
related to supply chains and has proposed actionable recommendations to address these
issues.

However, I would like to draw your attention to the issue of inadequate language access
during emergencies. As you noted in your report, language barriers can prevent
Limited English Proficient (LEP) individuals from receiving essential supplies
during disasters. During and immediately after the wildfire, most, if not all,
information was provided exclusively in English. The language access issues
that occurred with the Lahaina wildfire underscores the importance of an
effective Distribution Management Plan that caters to the community's diverse
Needs.

This is a serious issue that can have life-threatening consequences for LEP
individuals and their families. Following the wildfire, reports emerged
regarding access issues for Lahaina's non-English speaking populations, particularly
Filipino residents. In Hawaii, Filipinos represent the second-largest ethnic
group in the State, accounting for approximately one-fourth of the State's 1.4
million residents. Of the nearly 48,000 Maui residents who can trace their
roots back to the Philippines, about 5,000 of them lived in Lahaina, which
accounted for approximately 40% of the town's population before the fire.
Despite the significant representation of Filipino residents in Lahaina, many
reported difficulties obtaining information and aid, and by extension supplies,
due to language access issues.
I urge your group to consider establishing a working group on language access to
address this issue. Such a working group could evaluate the current State of
language access during emergencies, identify gaps and inefficiencies in
language services, and propose concrete solutions to ensure that LEP
individuals have equal access to essential supplies during disasters.

I believe that language access is a critical issue that deserves the attention of
your group and the broader community. By establishing a working group on
language access, we can ensure that everyone in our community, regardless of
their language proficiency, has access to the essential supplies they need
during emergencies.



Thank you for your attention to this important issue.
Sincerely, Nanea Lo (she/they/ʻo ia) | Micro-influencer
Admin & Program Coordinator | HAPA
Hawaiʻi Alliance for Progressive Action 5013-c

http://www.hapahi.org/donate


3) Anonymous testifier from HAPA Identical to previous testimony
FOOD, WATER, AND OTHER SUPPLIES WORKING GROUP Greggor Ilagan, Co-Chair, Terez
Amato, Co-Chair
Hearing Date: November 8th, 2023

Dear Co-Chairs Ilagan, Amato, and
members of the Food, Water, and Other Supplies Working Group,

I am writing to express my appreciation for the work that your group has done to
evaluate the availability and distribution of essential supplies for displaced
individuals and families in the aftermath of the Maui wildfires. Your report
has shed light on critical issues related to supply chains and has proposed
actionable recommendations to address these issues.

However, I would like to draw your attention to the issue of inadequate language access
during emergencies. As you noted in your report, language barriers can prevent
Limited English Proficient (LEP) individuals from receiving essential supplies
during disasters. During and immediately after the wildfire, most, if not all,
information was provided exclusively in English. The language access issues
that occurred with the Lahaina wildfire underscores the importance of an
effective Distribution Management Plan that caters to the community's diverse
needs.

This is a serious issue that can have life-threatening consequences for LEP
individuals and their families. Following the wildfire, reports emerged
regarding access issues for Lahaina's non-English speaking populations,
particularly Filipino residents. In Hawaii, Filipinos represent the
second-largest ethnic group in the State, accounting for approximately
one-fourth of the State's 1.4 million residents. Of the nearly 48,000 Maui
residents who can trace their roots back to the Philippines, about 5,000 of them
lived in Lahaina, which accounted for approximately 40% of the town's
population before the fire. Despite the significant representation of Filipino
residents in Lahaina, many reported difficulties obtaining information and aid,
and by extension supplies, due to language access issues.

I urge your group to consider establishing a working group on language access to
address this issue. Such a working group could evaluate the current State of
language access during emergencies, identify gaps and inefficiencies in
language services, and propose concrete solutions to ensure that LEP
individuals have equal access to essential supplies during disasters.

I believe that language access is a critical issue that deserves the attention of
your group and the broader community. By establishing a working group on
language access, we can ensure that everyone in our community, regardless of



their language proficiency, has access to the essential supplies they need
during emergencies.

Thank you for your attention to this important issue.
Sincerely, The HAPA Team



4)Lauren Zirbel, Executive Director Hawaii Food Industry Association

Mahalo for the opportunity to submit this testimony.
I am writing on behalf of the Hawaii Food Industry Association to provide our recommendations
and input on the Food, Water and Other Supplies Working Group's draft report. We appreciate
the opportunity to contribute to the discussion on enhancing disaster preparedness and
response in our state and are grateful for the important work you have accomplished thus far.
Our recommendations are based on conversations and working groups we have had in the
past, with the goal of improving our ability to provide essential food supplies during times of
crisis.

1. Designated and Funded Non-Perishable Food Storage Facilities:

We recommend the establishment of more designated and funded non-perishable food storage
facilities for use in disasters at mass feeding sites. These facilities should be strategically
located across the state, including both public and private sector operators who possess the
necessary expertise in food storage and distribution. By funding and collaborating with
companies that currently import and distribute our food supply, we can ensure a coordinated
response to supply food items quickly and efficiently to affected areas.

2. Pre-Designated Mass Feeding Sites:
To further strengthen our disaster response capabilities, we suggest the creation of additional
pre-designated mass feeding sites. These sites should be distributed geographically to ensure
adequate coverage in the event of disasters impacting specific areas. We propose issuing
Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and establishing contracts with both private sector and
non-profit sector operators who have the expertise to operate mass feeding centers. This
proactive approach will enable us to swiftly mobilize resources and provide food to those in
need during emergencies.

3. Centralized Information Hub:

To facilitate coordination and communication during disaster situations, we recommend the
establishment of a central location for necessary information. This hub should serve as a
resource for nonprofits, community helpers, food distribution entities, and food retail companies.
It should provide a clear understanding of what is needed and who to contact to gain access to
disaster areas and supply mass feeding centers. A comprehensive information repository will
promote efficient collaboration among stakeholders and streamline our response efforts.
In conclusion, we believe that implementing these recommendations will significantly enhance
Hawaii's readiness to respond to food supply challenges during times of crisis. By partnering
with both the private sector and non-profit organizations, we can leverage their expertise and
resources to better serve our communities. We are committed to working closely with the
FWSWG Working Group to help turn these suggestions into actionable measures that ensure
the safety and well-being of our residents.



Thank you for your attention to this important matter. We look forward to supporting efforts to
improve our state's disaster preparedness and response capabilities.

Lauren Zirbel
Hawaiʻi Food Industry Association
President & Executive Director
Direct Line: 808-294-9968



5) Sandra-Ann Y.H. Wong A Law Corporation
Aloha Co-Chairs and Committee:
I applaud the work of the subcommittee, however, I believe that that the subcommittee also
needs to look at the need for reliable power sources; e.g. electricity. Therefore, I echo the
testimony of Hawaii Solar Energy Association.
I would like to testify during the hearing. Please allow me entrance into the Zoom meeting.
Thank you
PLEASE NOTE, MY CONTACT INFORMATION HAS CHANGED. PLEASE USE BELOW
CONTACT INFORMATION.

Sandra-Ann Y.H. Wong
Attorney at Law, A Law Corporation
2101 Nuuanu Avenue, #804
Honolulu, HI 96817
808-228-1517



6)Francis Empeno Office of the Chairperson Hawaii Department of Agriculture







7) Ted Ralston Hawaii Pacific Advisory Group
Testimony: Hawaii Pacific Advisory Group, to Hawaii House Working Group on Food, Water, and
Other Supplies - November 8 2023 Honolulu Hawaii

Part 1. Spoken report
To: Chairs Amato and Ilagan and Members of Hawaii House Working Group on Food, Water,
and other Supplies
Statement: Hawaii Pacific Advisory Group, organized under NHO Hawaii Pacific Foundation,
welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Working Group Draft Report dated Nov 1 2023
with spoken and written testimony. We invite you to observe or participate directly in our
ongoing Maui work.
Who we are, why we care, and how we are working in response to the Maui wildfires is outlined
in the submitted report. We focus on fire intelligence, disaster logistics, personnel safety,
regenerative reconstruction, and community inclusiveness.
Hawaii Pacific Advisory Group acknowledges Working Group findings. We interpret your set of
recommendations as symptoms of larger enterprise-level gaps that must be addressed at the
enterprise level. The end goal is to provide the public with an informed, prepared, cohesive,
responsive, agile capability protecting life and property and fostering continuity of operations.
Hawaii Pacific Advisory Group strongly recommends that the Legislature fund improvement of
Emergency Management Response by generating Modernization Programs, as we are all on
notice that former Unprecedented threats are now in the realm of reality.
A Modernization Program for Legislature action must include:
1) Establishment of an Integrated Fire and Disaster Intelligence network, to allow leaders to
make informed, timely decisions, exploiting new technologies such as unmanned drones,
hyperspectral sensors, predictive analytics and expressive AI.
2) Employment of Unified Command operational authority to ensure balanced response
with accurate, continuous, actionable communication channels to the public.
3) Development of Structured Logistics operated at SDOT level, expediting but controlling
the inbound flow of emergency materials from origin to destination, tied to specific need.
4) Adoption of developments in communication, bio-remediation, and regenerative
reconstruction to reduce future threats as Maui builds back.
5) Incorporating Island knowledge to align FEMA practices with unique local circumstances
quite different from the Mainland baseline.
We believe that your Working Group findings are fully embraced by our Advisory Group
recommendations and would be delighted to work directly with your team on legislation.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak.
Ted Ralston Ted.ralston@gmail.com 808.738.6814

Part 2. Written submission

Background:
The Lahaina wildfires were unprecedented, setting a precedent for future threats, which must
be acknowledged in public policy and planning. HPAG, a volunteer organization organized



by the Hawaii Pacific Foundation, recognizes the obligation to reduce threats, mitigate
potential losses, and develop recovery and rebuild methods.

Main Points:
HPAG works in collaboration with national disaster and stability operations leaders to
identify gaps and execute solutions.
The testimony aligns with the Working Group&#39;s findings on gaps in supply and logistics
domains, resulting from the lack of an integrated Unified Command (UC) system for
major emergencies.
HPAG has observed and addressed gaps within available resources, providing examples
of delivering specialized PPE and collecting burn-zone intelligence data.
There is an urgent need for a major discussion on logistics, inspired by supply
distribution gaps identified by the Working Group and HPAG.

Objective:
Our objective is to improve the State’s risk and threat management and abatement
capability.

How: We propose the use of unmanned systems for the following purposes:
o Training in the use of Drone Surveillance and Fire mitigation methods (mapping,
vegetation mitigation)

o Risk assessment and Threat Management through surveillance, mapping, AI
(trusted algorithm), data monitoring, predictive modeling, simulations,
environmental impact assessments, and data collection.

We suggest adopting a Hub/Spoke model, with the airport serving as the command and
control center, administration, monitoring, and management of the Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS) statewide. Additionally, each on-island airport fire would have a certified
representative for monthly meetings, trainings, and exercises.
Who:

We recommend utilizing existing government assets, including UH, Fire, DLNR, State and
County Police, Solid Waste Management, National Guard, Public Works, and DOT.
Under the auspices of Lahaina Airport Fire, Firefighter George Purdy (HPAG member/Lanai
Fire) is one of the few national Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) with the use of UAS for fire
surveillance. He will train, manage, and monitor the program statewide with the control for
the program based in Maui County.
If not done:
Failure to support modernization efforts risks:
o A loss of more property that may be equivalent to what occurred in Maui, with an
early estimate of $5.5 billion in property and loss of tourism revenue.
o Necessitating further expensive, just-in-time investments in fire stations and
equipment.



o Liability based on what has been learned about the diligence required for fire
abatement and intelligence, and the result of negligence regarding the failure to
implement wildfire prevention measures.
o The generational community and societal impact of the loss of human life and
communities caused by preventable wildfires.

Conclusion: In conclusion, HPAG strongly recommends that the legislature supports improving
Emergency Management Response by supporting Modernization Programs to allow for
threat assessment, risk management, and an appropriate all-hazards response.
We believe that the deployment of unmanned systems, modernization of emergency
response enhancement, and the adoption of our proposed measures will significantly
enhance public safety and protect against the devastating impact of wildfires and other
hazards.

Contact Information:
Ted Ralston ted.ralston@gmail.com 808.738.6814
today’s unstructured distribution and supply.
Attached is a list of our additional recommendations. We look forward to working with you.



8) Rocky Mould Executive Director Hawaii Solar Energy Association







9 Alice Lee Maui County Council Chair





10) Micah-Seth Munekata Ulupono Initiative





11 Lilly Ho Hawaii Food Bank





12 Grant Nakaya Office of Hawaiian Affairs (revised testimony)











13) Liza Ryan Gill Hawai'i Coalition for Immigrant Rights





14 Hunter Evelin Food Systems planner with Supersistence
Aloha FWSWG,
Tl;dr: Food and disaster planner seeks to support your efforts.

I am a food and agricultural systems planner with a focus on disasters and resilience.
I'm interested to share with the FWS working group some of my research and consulting
findings and related policy implications.

First, here is an Emergency Feeding Planning Scaffold I developed to demonstrate and
articulate links between emergency planning (extant and needed) from the household to
statewide scales. Informed by my Emergency Feeding System Vulnerability Cascade analysis,
I've pursued various aspects outline in the scaffold, for example writing Hawaii County's
Emergency Feeding Plan, organizing an emergency planning training cohort for the food banks
and key feeding organizations statewide, and co-facilitating a session on Emergency Feeding
Lessons Learned during COVID.

These and numerous other related efforts, from compiling food bank infrastructure needs with
Hawaii Hunger Action Network or agro-food program funding needs with AgHui, have also
informed my writing of numerous preparedness and response related bills. A few examples
being:

● Household Emergency Preparedness Assessments (CASPERs) by the Department of
Health - HB1301 / SB1362 (2022)

● Hawaii Farm To Food Bank Program - SB430 (2023)
Also some ideas in development that I didn't have time to fully draft before last session, despite
interest from Rep. Gates, are viewable in my 2023 Agrofood Policy list under the 'Emergency
Preparedness and Response' section, namely:

● Emergency Feeding Funds (Cache of Cash)
● Strategic Catastrophic Disaster Food Reserve
● Community Emergency Food Cache System (CEFCS)

Lastly, in response to Maui are a few efforts of note:
● HDOA Disaster Response and Recovery Act drafted to enhance SESF-11 activities.
● Maui Producer Impact Survey https://hfuuhi.org/maui-response/

○ Ideally this post-disaster survey work would be a standing aspect of response, as
is done in various Australian states that survey and visualize impact data

§ New South Wales Department of Primary Industries runs the Primary industries natural
disaster damage assessment (PiNDDA) survey and reporting tool. The survey is ArcGIS Survey
123 and dashboard via ArcGIS Experience Builder.
§ Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries runs the Agriculture Disaster Impact
Survey and response dashboard. The survey is custom html and dashboard run through
Microsoft Power BI.

In closing, as a food systems expert with a focus on disasters who happens to also be a policy
wonk, I'm interested to support the efforts of the FWS Working Group and would be like to
schedule a call or meeting with the working group.

https://www.notion.so/supersistence/2994efe5f0a94b1e8eb5b059c5f03202?v=5a02451d4f594bcebdba0b9c9692a51b&pvs=4
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/Emergency-Feeding-System-Vulnerability-Cascade-35e3214bfde240e781c7bb23a1ed37e6?pvs=4
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/SUMMARY-Emergency-Feeding-Lessons-Learning-Gathering-04-28-2021-380b8c9cab2f43d9abc4b0c406815050?pvs=4
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/SUMMARY-Emergency-Feeding-Lessons-Learning-Gathering-04-28-2021-380b8c9cab2f43d9abc4b0c406815050?pvs=4
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/Hunger-Feeding-Organization-Infrastructure-Survey-Fall-2021-92aa060125b0436c94e436618b823dd5?pvs=4
https://www.hawaiihungeraction.org/
https://www.hawaiihungeraction.org/
https://aghui.org/dashboard/
https://aghui.org/
https://capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=HB&billnumber=1301&year=2022
https://capitol.hawaii.gov/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=SB&billnumber=1362&year=2022
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/session/measure_indiv.aspx?billtype=SB&billnumber=430&year=2023
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/2023-Agrofood-Policy-Ideas-c9e4faf05d3b4b4bb6f17a09ebecccd0?pvs=4
https://www.notion.so/supersistence/HDOA-Disaster-Response-and-Recovery-Act-38f085bc27f041488f0b4f2516e6bff9?pvs=4
https://hfuuhi.org/maui-response/
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/emergencies/emergency/community/primary-industries-natural-disaster-damage-survey
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/emergencies/emergency/community/primary-industries-natural-disaster-damage-survey
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/emergencies/emergency/community/primary-industries-natural-disaster-damage-survey/pindda-reports
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/a65512900348401a812e57d743e4c104
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/a65512900348401a812e57d743e4c104
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/cecac32d50c241f4bbc03585bc1377a7/


Do let me know if this would be of interest and, as I believe your reporting deadline is soon, here
is my bookable calendar to help find a time to meet.

Aloha nui loa,
Hunter

This concludes the list of written testimony submitted through Nov 7th 2023 for the
FWSWG Draft Report, Nov 1 2023 version.



The Following is Testimony received After Nov 7th 2023:

AMY AGBAYANI, Co-chair HAWAI`I FRIENDS OF CIVIL RIGHTS

Hearing Date: November 8th, 2023. FOOD, WATER, AND OTHER SUPPLIES WORKING
GROUP
TESTIMONY ON LANGUAGE ACCESS.SUBMITTED BY:
AMY AGBAYANI, Co-chair HAWAI`I FRIENDS OF CIVIL RIGHTS
Co-chairs Representative Greggor , Representative Ilagan Terez Amato and
members of the working group:
Thank you for working on these critical matters.
I am submitting testimony on behalf of the Hawai'i Friends of Civil Rights (HFCR), HFCR seeks
equal access for all persons in Hawaii. Including immigrants and Limited English
Proficient persons. HFCR, the Hawai’i Coalition for Immigrant rights (with
support of other community groups) submitted a letter 09/18/23 to Governor
Green. I am submitting excerpts of this letter in my testimony to FWSWG. Our
letter identified concerns and recommendations to address" the acute needs of the immigrant
community, particularly those who are limited English proficient and there exists a large gap that
only statewide executive coordination can fill. Additionally, the absence of a coordinated disaster
communication plan between government and community providers has stressed the personnel
and fiscal resources of non-profit and individual providers and leaves the community wondering
who is in charge."

"The U.S. Census Bureau reports that 36% of Lahaina’s residents aged 5 and older speak a
language other than English at home. In comparison, the same report notes that only 25.9% of
the state’s total population, aged 5 and over, speaks a language other than English.1 The most
common languages encountered by community nonprofits and individuals are Hawaiian,
Spanish, Tagalog, Ilocano, Chuukese, Marshallese, Pohnpeian and Tongan.
In the immediate aftermath of the fire, limited English proficient persons struggled to find
in-person interpreters, translators, or remote virtual interpreter services at the Maui disaster
resource centers. It appears that neither the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency nor the
Maui Emergency Management Agency developed or implemented a plan to provide for these
essential services as required by federal and state law.
Without competent language assistance, many limited proficient English speakers are reluctant
to seek assistance or engage with government officials fearing they will be misunderstood,
denied services, or arrested. The language barrier also poses a significant challenge for service
providers unable to discern the specific needs and services being sought.

1. Communicate to all state government and community organizations receiving state
and/or federal funding that ALL displaced and impacted Lahaina residents must be
assisted. That no one is left out including those persons with limited English proficiency.

2. Remind state agencies of their legal responsibility to meet the language access needs of
the Lahaina community. Specifically, we request that you issue a directive to state
agencies to create/identify and translate vital information in the top 15 languages and to
involve the OLA in this effort. An excellent model for this communication is Governor



Inslee’s Washington State Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response: Language Access
Plan which was issued under Washington’s Essential Function 15 plan. 2 The COVID-19
Language Access Plan is attached.

3. Communicate directly to the various language communities your concerns for their
well-being and make a public statement of concern and support for the Lahaina
immigrant community recognizing their special circumstances and need for language
accessible services.Create dedicated state-sponsored webpages/sites to provide
multilingual information and resources for impacted limited English proficient residents
and service providers.

4. Immediately designate a senior staff member to work with OLA, stakeholder agencies,
and community groups to improve communication and support for Lahaina’s limited
English proficient families and individuals

5. Create dedicated state-sponsored webpages/sites to provide multilingual information and
resources for impacted limited English proficient residents and service providers.
6. Designate a senior staff member (who reports directly to the Governor)to review California’s
approach to assisting FEMA-ineligible immigrants to limited state assistance following their
flooding crisis and consider implementing a similar program for ineligible Lahaina wildfire
victims: https://www.cdss.ca.gov/inforesources/cdss-programs/immigration-services/immigrant-
storm-services.
7. Convene an informal working group to include a senior member (who reports directly to the
Governor), the Office of Enterprise Services, the director of OLA, and select community
members to develop a coordinated plan to implement and fund online language services for the
state’s most public-facing agencies and to submit a funding request in the upcoming legislative
session.
—-

https://www.cdss.ca.gov/inforesources/cdss-programs/immigration-services/immigrant-

